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First Tomorrow.io Partnership Customer 
___________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 

Aeeris Ltd (ASX:AER) (Aeeris, or the Company) is pleased to announce that it has signed 
its first customer through its In Market Service Provider Agreement with The Tomorrow 
Companies Inc (Tomorrow.io), a global leader in resilience solutions, empowering 
organizations to thrive in the face of increasing climate volatility through advanced 
weather intelligence technology.  

Aeeris’s wholly owned subsidiary, Early Warning Network Pty Ltd (EWN), has partnered 
with US-based Tomorrow.io to sell Tomorrow.io’s resilience platform and proprietary 
weather data in Australia. This partnership strengthens Aeeris’ alerting and risk 
mitigation capabilities, further empowering Australian businesses to proactively manage 
weather risks with unprecedented precision.  

Tomorrow.io employs artificial intelligence and machine learning to analyse its 
proprietary data and models together with precipitation data received from its growing 
network of radar satellites to provide hyperlocal monitoring, automated risk mitigation 
workflows, and unified threat visibility. Their detailed forecasting abilities are 
particularly beneficial in the transport and logistics sectors where operations can cover 
vast distances and remote areas and can be significantly impacted by weather.  
Traditional alerting abilities are limited by ground-based radar locations and the distance 
from them.  Tomorrow.io’s growing satellite network covers even the remotest of 
locations. 

Aeeris offers its customers excellence in early environmental warnings and hazard 
reduction technologies to mitigate risk and protect people and assets.  The collaboration 
with Tomorrow.io further enhances Aeeris’ offering by providing superior accuracy, 
reach, and actionable insights for weather-related operational challenges.  

Aeeris is pleased to be able to offer its customers these advanced capabilities to  build 
resilience and drive business continuity. Signing its first Tomorrow.io customer 
demonstrates the potential demand for these new services. 

 

This announcement has been approved and authorised for release by the Board of 
Aeeris Ltd. 
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About Aeeris 

 
Aeeris Ltd (ASX: AER) is a leading Environmental Services company specialising in the 
delivery of weather and climate intelligence through its subsidiaries, Early Warning 
Network (EWN) and Climatics. The Company's mission is to excel in early 
environmental warnings and pioneering hazard reduction technologies, empowering 
asset owners and managers across diverse industries to proactively mitigate risk and 
safeguard life. Aeeris unites the strengths of EWN and Climatics to deliver cutting-edge 
services are at the forefront of innovation and renowned for their unwavering accuracy. 
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